Abstract

Personal Health Record (PHR) service is an emerging model for health information exchange. It allows patients to create, update and manage personal and medical information. Also they can control and share their medical information with other users as well as health care providers. PHR data is hosted to the third party cloud service providers in order to enhance its interoperability. However, there have been serious security and privacy issues in outsourcing these data to cloud server. For security, encrypt the PHRs before outsourcing. So many issues such as risks of privacy exposure, scalability in key management, flexible access and efficient user revocation, have remained the most important challenges toward achieving fine-grained, cryptographically enforced data access control. To achieve fine-grained and scalable data access control for client’s data, a novel patient-centric framework is used. This framework mainly focus on the multiple data owner scenario. A high degree of patient privacy is guaranteed simultaneously by exploiting multi authority ABE. This scheme also enables dynamic modification of access policies or file attributes, support efficient on demand user/attribute revocation. However some practical limitations are in building PHR system. If consider the workflow based access control scenarios, the data access right could be given based on users identities rather than their attributes, while ABE does not handle that efficiently. For solving these problem in this thesis proposed PHR system, based on Attribute...
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